Laser tweezers grab mixed materials  by unknown
Bookham Technology is to
move its corporate base to the
US and be listed solely on the
Nasdaq stock market. Every 10
Bookham ‘O’ shares will be
exchanged for one share of
common stock in a newly
incorporated Bookham Inc,
Delaware. As part of the move,
Bookham’s fiscal year-end is
also to move from December
31 to June 30, allowing it to
convert to US GAAP with dollar
functional currency in the
shortest possible timeframe.
Bookham’s board believes this
share exchange ratio will put
an initial trading price for
Bookham common stock that
more accurately reflects the
trading price of shares in the
US market and an equity struc-
ture more typical of a company
of Bookham's size.
CEO Giorgio Anania said “We
believe that redomiciling as a
US company will provide us
with a better platform for 
executing our strategy, and
position us closer to develop-
ments within our industry.”
The move is expected to be
completed by September 30,
2004.
Bookham goes to
Nasdaq at 10:1 
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Technology: OptoelectronicsNews Update
Researchers from Riso National
Laboratory in Denmark have
advanced the use of optical
tweezers with a method that
allows them to simultaneously
trap and independently manipu-
late microscopic materials that
have different indices of refrac-
tion.This will allow researchers
to work with mixes of materials
like particles and air bubbles.
The method could also lead to
light-powered and controlled
labs-on-a-chip, dynamically
reconfigurable micro optics and
light-controlled reconfigurable
photonic crystal arrays. Micro-
optics are tiny mirrors and lens-
es commonly used in telecom-
munications. Photonic crystal,
porous or varied material that
channels light in very small
spaces.
There are two basic types of op-
tical tweezers: holographic and
phase contrast.The Riso National
Laboratory method uses the sim-
pler phase contrast method,
which maps dynamic spatial
light modulator patterns in a fair-
ly straightforward way, requires
less compute power, and allows
for differently shaped beams,
according to the researchers.
Laser tweezers grab
mixed materials
Ultra-precise ‘laser tweezers’
enable scientists to handle indi-
vidual strands of DNA with
unprecedented dexterity.The
technique devised by Ken
Hirano of Tokushima University
in Japan, can grip the molecule
at a chosen point along its
length, manipulate it, and then
release it.Among other things,
‘tweezers’ insert single DNA
molecules into cells, a central
process for gene therapy.
The shared Nobel prize in
physics that was awarded to
Steven Chu, was for develop-
ing ways to cool and trap
atoms using laser light, allow-
ing scientists to wield light
beams as if they were tweez-
ers, manipulating everything
from bacteria to the contents
of cells.The work also had
potential for developing more
accurate instruments and for
understanding fundamental
material properties.
Now researchers from Arryx
Inc and New York University
show it is possible to trap and
move carbon nanotubes with
optical tweezers, despite the
tubes’ diameters being magni-
tudes smaller than the light
wavelength moving them.
The researchers used a light-
wavelength that is strongly
absorbed by the carbon nan-
otubes. Strongly focusing the
light, they were able to trap the
nanotubes.The method could
be used with holography to
create thousands of simultane-
ous optical traps, manipulating
thousands of single nanotubes
or bundles in parallel. It could
also be used to manufacture
devices that contain nanotubes.
It is possible to pattern clusters
onto configurations likely to
have near-term use as chemical,
biological and physical sensors.
The method could assemble
devices within two years.
Laser tweezers and nano tubes 
Laser tweezers imaged in on and off roles.
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